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Abstract: The free energy of magnetization is expressed as a
polynomial in the magnetization with a linear term
external field and ClUB.dratie and Cluartic terms due
exchange \I magnetostatic \I etc 00 energies as well as
effectso

fourth degree
due to an
to Fermi D
to entropy

Below the Curie temperature the free energy function
has three rea~.xtrema namely two minima and a maximum, if the
absolute magnitude of the external field lies below e. critical
value
If the absolute magnitude of the external field exceeds
f)

0

this critical value. there is only one extremum, namely a minimum When the absolute value of the field eCluals the critical
value, there is a minimum and a point of inflection o
. It is ~I,ssumed that themagnet1zation .of a system is
always such as to minimize the free energy. but that the system
is not always capable of settling in the lowest relative minimum
0

of the free energyo On the basis of this model. the critical
f1eld and the correspQAding magnetization are calculated as
functions of ptrameters pecUliar.to the materi$.l and temperature,
and experimental data obtained from hysteresiS loops at various
temperatUres are presented.
Calculation of magnetization as a function of the
external field results in a universal expression for the hysteresis
loop. which is compared with some experimentally observed loops.

I.Btroducti on
1
It can be shown that the internal energyot magnetization in the
absenoe of an external field. can be expanded 1n an evan series in the magnetization
2
4

I. (A - B + C) M + DM +

10

Slater:

_000

-Quantum Theory of Matter ,- McGraw-Hill Book Coo
Appendix 22 f) po 5150

1)

Inc •.1 at Ed. (19.51)
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where:

.AJ(2 is a term due to the Fermi energy; A> 0
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,:elf

is a term due to the exchange energy;

CM

is a term due to the magnetostrictive, magnetostatic, etc. energies

2

:a.> 0

4

DM includes higher order terms in all these energies.
Similarly, the entropy can be expanded as follows:
,2
4
S

= -PM

- QM

_ •••• ; p

>0, Q, > 0

I

The free energy is then given by:
., = B - TS

= (A

"

4

2

_ B + C +, ~) M + (D + Q,T) M

(Equ. 1)

which has extrema for the values

' l:A. + :B

J4 = 0. t V

-.C

Ii.

2(D + QT)

PT

\then m.,. >' A - pB + Ct h
erei s only one rea,1 mi n 1mum an d the ma terial i s paramagnetic.
Vhen T ( A - pB +, C there are two real minima sepirated by a mB.,ximum
at M = O.

The system is in this case equally likely to assume

a negative magnetization.
others

ne~tively,

In fact some regions

may

a

positive as

become pc>.sitiv.elymagnetized,

so that the total magnetization is zero.

Xeversing the

magnetization of a region requires the energy needed to pass over the maximum
at M = O.Since such reversal is 1:iuprobable • the lDB.gnetization of anyone region
remains constant during an observation, so thB.t domain patterns are obtained
for ferromagnetic, but not for paramagnetic materials.

For the latter, there

is no energy barrier; therefore, anyone region is equally likely to have a

positive as a negative magnetization with reverse.l of magnetiza.tion occurring
all the time.

Du.ring the period of an observation anyone region in a

~ramag_

netic material has therefore an average magnetiza.tion zero.
The transition from ferro- to paramagnetism occurs at a temperature
T

= Tc

gi ven by:

A-B+C

Tc = --:p=----

This is by

defi~ition

the Curie temperature.

Substitution into

equation 1 produces:
2

F = ..P (Tc - '1)14

4
+ (D + Q,!)M

(Bq,u. 2)
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When an external field H is applied to the system, the free energy
is decreased by all. amount HM, so that
4

2

F = -mI - P(T c - T)M + CD + Q,T}M
Fi~res

la, lb, lc, ld, Ie, 1f, and

~g

(Equ. 3)

show the free energy plotted vs. mag-

netization for various values of the field strength •
.In previously unmagnetized ~terials, the ~otal volume of the domains
with positive magnetization equals that of the domains· with· negative magnetization, the magnitude of each magnetization being given by the position of the
minima in Figure ld.

When a positive field is imposed,the free energy changeg

as indicated by Figures lc, lb, and 1&. The positions of the minima are changed
by the application of a field; a positive field ·.causes both minima to shift
in the positive direction"so that the volume of positively magnetized domains
now exceeds that of ne~tively magnetized domains. Same motion of domain
walls is thus required to maintain the $ystem at minimum, free energy. Figu.re
Ib shows the free energy curve for the critical free strength H

= He

where

there is only one minimum as well as a point of inflection. When H ~ H,
there
c
is no energy barrier keeping the system from settling in the lower, (now only)
relative minimum. Therefore when the field strength increases from zero,
s, cataclysmic rev~rsal of the domaills with magnetization opposite in direction
to the external field ooours when the field strength equals Hc'

Further

inorease in field strength simply shifts the position of the minimum to the
right, so that the average magnetization inoreases toward saturation.
A subsequent decrease in field

s1;r~ngth

decreases the average

When ll= Hc is reached, the ,free_energy curv.e again has the
form sholV'll in Figure lb, and further decrease in field strength produces
successively the curves in Figures lc,ld, and Ie. .The magnetization of

mBgnetizatio.n.~
.

1

I

the. system is now.given by the position of the right-hand minimum, which is
the lOwer of the two relative minima. when H> 0, and the higher when H<O.
When H 0 there is, therefore. a. tendency for the system to reverse its
magnetization, which is prevented by the energy barrier. As shown itt Figure If.

<

this barrier vanishes when H = -Be' so that another catac1ysmio r~versal then
takes place. Al.ternating the magnetic field with an amplitude greater than

IHel

therefore produces a nonlinear variation in magnetization such flS that
described by the hysteresis loop. "'he upper branch of the loop CQrresponds
'.

,

!
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to the right-hand minimum, hence to a decreasing field; the

br.anch

lo~er

corresponds to the left-hand minimum and increasing field. When I B' >\Bcl '
the magnetization curve is single valued because the free energy has only
a single minimum.
Computation of the Critical Field and the Corresponding Magnetiz~tion
According to what hasl preceeded.' the hysteresis curve can be
calculated on the 1:8sis of the assumption that, the magnetiza.tion has a value
that minimizes the 'free energy.

The ~l~es of magnetization the,t minimize

the free energy are obtained by differentiating the free energy as given in
equation 3 with respect to the magnetization and equating the result to zero:
B

M - 4(D + tlTj
2

The discriminant

Of this equation is:

+ [Pt

T
;

A=

(lilu. 4)

=0

~l)JJ

_~~ ~H+ ~J 2

A double root, i.e. a point of inflection in the free energy curve,as shown
in Figu.res lb and If, oocurs when this discriminant equals zero.

Therefore

the critical value of the field strength, Hc' is found by equating the discriminant to zero.

'fL

•

'

j)

3/2

= i/3iPlT c ,:;rT 1JI
(Equ. 5)
• • 'e
( D + QTJ'J/
Substituting this value for H in equation 4 and solving the latter
•

II

equation for M produces the value of the magnetization just after the cB,ta_
clysmic reversal has occurred, which is called Mc:
M

c

3 _

He

- D + Q,T

[..L
=
.3

P(T c ..

D + QT

T)J3/2

(Equ. 6)

From equations 5 and 6 can be derived the following two relations:

(lllu.7)

a.nd

II
---C....
MJ

= D + QT

(Equ. 8)

c

By plotting experimentally obtained values of He/Me and HelMe3 ve. T, one
can calculate the coefficients P, 1>, and Q (See -Results and Comparison with
Experimental Data).
2.

-New First Oourse ~ 'tll~Theorl of, Equations·

Sons. p. 46, 1939.

L. E. Dickson, J. Viley

&,
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Computation ,of the Magnetization. Curve
To find the ma~etization for any value of the field strength,

it is necessary to solve equation 4 for all values of H.

Equation 4 can be

rewritten by substituting for P(Tc-T) and (D+ Q,T) the values given by 'equations 7 and 8:
M2M
MJ_~.
Tc

J
x
(M)

-

C

i
!

J

l.!J..H

-THe

M
1
H
(;.r)
- ~.
(l[)
~

C

c

= o·
=0

(Equ. 9)

The variables M/M

and H/H express the magnetization B.nd cri tical field
e
c
strength as dimensionless quantities in units of the critical values Mc and Hc.

This is just ,.,hat is done experimentally when the oscilloscope picture is
normalized.

Equation 9 can therefore be said to represent a normalized

hysteresis loop; the normalizing coetfficients Hc and Mc depend on the tempe.rature and the nature of the madiu,m as express.ad by equations 5 t 6. 7. and 8,
but equation 9 is universal,

1.~e.

indepenq.ent of the medium and of the

temperature.
lIluation 9 must be ~ol ved separately for the case \

I HI ~ IRc'.

For the former case t set H/H ' = cos JA.
e
real solutions are:.aII

the case

(0
0
= cos A, cos '.A + 120 ), cos (A + 240 ).

T.)1c

HI= 'HJ and

for

Then the three

(lIlu. 10)

where the first two solutions correspond to free energy minima, the latter
to the energy maximum.

Since equation 9 contains no quadratic term. the sum

of its three solutions equals zero, so that the energy ma.,nmum occurs at a
value of the magneti'zation equal to the difference in absolute values of the
magnetiza,tion corresponding to the energy minima.
When'

HI> IRc' .M/Mc

is given by equation 11.

1.3w'['
If = '2
H -'"J9.
M

c

.c

···.1

H

1'+ V l-(~

2"

g
J
+
.

and hence appr09.ches a cubic para bola &eYBlptotical1y•.
M

•

= ± Me

. I.

H

1- V 1-<ir)

2"]

(Equ. 11)

When Ii .= t Hc •

according to' both equations 10 and 11•

Thij can be .~roven by direct substitution into equation 9. remelD.bering tbat
cos· x =(:/4 {cos 3% + :3 cos x).
'

J
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Results and Comparisons with Experiments
Figure 2 shows a plot of HcfMc vs. (Tc-T) using experimental values
reported by Channing Morrison for a Mn-Mg ferrite {MF-ll18, F_259).3 Near
the Curie point the horizontal and vertical

~in

are very large, so that

failure to reach saturation is overstressed in thi,s region.

This results

in too large values of He/Me and accounts for the tendency of experimental
points to veer away from the origin.
.From Figure 2 it is found tba t P = 8.34 x 10-6 erg lcm'3 / degree •
'gaus~2
It is hoped that during the . summer of 1953 suffiCiently accurate measurements
will be made so that Hc/Mo3 can als.o 'be plotted in order to botain D and Q.
It will be interesting to compare r'esults of temperature dependent measurements
for various materials.
In Figure '3 is drawn the hysteresis loop obtained by solving
equation 9, and for comparison Figure 4 shows a loop obtained experimentally.
with molybdenum permalloy.
Conclusions
It has been shown that simple fundamental models for magnetism
lead directly to a hysteresis loop which resembles many experimentally
t

observed hysteresis loops. The calculated loop has the cha.racteristic
·Sloping shoulders.- .which have heretofore been explained by a rotation of
domains. ~he present model neglects suoh rotation, and yet the sloping shoulder
is apparent.
The very stmple model employed bas led to the universal equation 9
in much the same way as a simplEjl kinetic gas theory led to the universal
Boyle's law.

Deviations from the universal law depend on the individual

materials concerned.

Some of the causes of deviations from the universal

hysteresis loop will now be discussed.

In the first place, the experimentally

observed loop represents dl/dt vs. I, and the finite size of the sample. causes
the sides of the loop to slope.

Secondly, it has been assumed tha.t reversal

of magnetization occurs only when the energy barrier vanishes.

Actually a

• tunnel effect- allows .reversal through the 'tarrier, the speed (hence amount)
of reverSal being proportional to the negative magn~tude of the barrier
expressed in units of kT. Thus the sides of the loop do slope somewhat be_
cause the reversal can start somewhat below the critical field strength.
Minor loops are obtained when the amplitude of the alternating field strength

J.

Cba.nn1.rlgMorrison •.:'W.;.49l t ~Hysteresis Loop Characteristics of ME-lll8
for Different Temperatures,- Digital Computer le.boratorYI) MIT.
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is slightly less than the critical value; partial reversal then takes place
through the barrier .,but a good deal of the ma. terial remains captured behind
~y

the barrier, so that the resulting magnetization is less than on the saturation loop.
Figure 6 shows a

-DC-

loop.

When the system' is reversing its

magnetization <lR" f IRc') the magnitude field strength is suddenly decreased
in ma,gnit~de, so that B,n energy barrier is reintroduced. The material that
had not yet reversed its magnetization is then caught

a~in.

but the material

that was already reyersed is now in the lower relative minimum, and hence will
not reverse

Therefore the

a~1n.

magne~ization

remains essentially constant

until the magnitude of the field strength is pnce more increased to the critical
value" when more reversal can take place.
Thirdly, only two directions of magnetization have been assumed,
0

namely positive and ne~tive. Actually a range of 360 with resp~ct to the
directi on of the external field 1s possible, and Figure 1 should' be three
dimensional with a free energy surface analogous to Eyring surfaces in reaction
kinetics.

The system might reverse its magnetization by

energy barrier rather
magnetic vector.

~han

~oing

around the

over the top; this would amount to rotation of the

For directiohs Df easy ma~etization,the free energy surface

would have a pit surr·ounded by barriers; when the material is isotropic,
Figure Id would only need to be rota.ted about its axis of
the free energy surface.

~ymmetry

to produce

Thus the hysteresis loop could be determined by

the motion of a particle in a complicated system of mountains, crevices and
passes D with deviations from a straight path representing rota.tion.

The

possibility of rotation would make the loop less square than the Qne shown
in Figure

J.

~ther

it bas been assumed that the only force opposing re-

versal of magnetization is that due to the free energy barrier, and that the
reversal occurs instantaneously.

Frictional forces, i.e •• forces that . are

not simply derived from a potential
taken into

~s

assumed in equation I, have not been

accoun~.

Finally, it is assumed that the
of lowest free energy.

s~stem

can always be in a state

Actually·supersaturation- may occur, for the

mechansim of reversal of magnetization requires formation of domains of
reverse magnetization just as precipitation form solution requires nuclei
4 The .
of condensation to keep the solution from being supersaturated.

4. J. B. Goodenough\) L5.32.-liucleation of Domains of ReverseMa~etization
& Switching Characteristics of M8.gnetic Materials oM ~gital Computer
Laboratory, IUf.
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third an.d foq"rth fa,ctors tend to make the loop more square than that shown
in Figu.re 3.
shoulders."

Figu.re

S shows an experimentally observed loop with "double

The shoulder can be

exp~a,ined

sis loop is a combina,tion of two loops.

e.s

follows:

The observed hystere_

The outer loop represents one in ,which

reversal of me.gnetizatlon is inhibl ted by the lack of domains of reverse
ma,gnetization.

The inner loop represents the free energy or equilibrium

hysteresis loop of Figure

3.

~When the absolute value of the field reaches e

critical value. domains of reverse magnetization are formed, so tha"t the
ma.gnetization drops down to the equilibrium loop.

Signed~
~L.LOeb

Approved

~

.David R. Brown
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